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SAN FRANCISCO (RPRN) 12/04/12 —
Broadcast to Social Media Networks with
RushPRNews.com social services- Your
press release will be seen by thousands
worldwide or to a targeted audience Sign-up here at RushPRNews.com

RushPRNews will broadcast your news to over 21+
social media networks. Let us do the work!

The Broadcast
to Social
Media
Package is perfect for all marketers
trying to reach a wider audience on
social media networks but don't have
the time AND/the followers necessary
to make it effective. RushPRNews has
been extremely active on Social Media
platforms and has built a solid
audience on multiple networks. With
this package, you get to benefit from
being featured on our very active
social accounts for a very low cost
and with the ease of the click of a
button!

A successful social media campaign is not focused on pitching or promoting a brand.
Social media is about building a bridge between its targeted audience, to converse and
engage them in a positive dialog, in effect to raise the credibility of the brand. Social
media is an expression of branding as is the rest of a company's communications, and is
there to actively support the public relations strategies and goals.
Our latest add-on package for $50+. This package is NOT a stand-alone . The perfect
complementary package to another distribution package of ours. Buzz and be buzzed about on
all major social media networks including:

Bebo

Bibsonomy Blinklist

BookmarkSync

Connotea

Delicious

Digg

Diigo

Facebook Page

FriendFeed

Google bookmarks

Jumptags

Mister Wong

Mixx

Multiply

MySpace

LinkedIn

Plurk

Propeller

Reddit

Spurl

Stumbleupon

Tumblr

Twitter

Yahoo Bookmarks

Google+

Blogger

Reddit

Plurk

Zimbio

Available as an add-on to any of our broadcast services. Perfect for an all-inclusive campaign.
plus all the advantages of the Online Broadcast package
Sign-up here
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RushPR News is a social media newswire service created to help you with content creation and
distribution to news outlets and social media networks. RushPRnews can also assist you with your
web strategies with experts advices and strategies at an affordable cost. Write us at
news@rushprnews.com
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